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Retail Business Area
Coop continues to successfully roll out its new store
design concept and is broadening its range of sustainable products. In the online business, Coop merges
Siroop with Microspot and expands Microspot into a
key non-food platform. Coop opens Livique, a lifestyle
furniture store with a new direction.
In 2018, the Coop Group generated net sales of 17.7 billion francs in retail. Despite numerous price
cuts, the Retail business area, excluding fuel and heating oil, was thus able to exceed the previous
year’s figure.

Sales formats and range
In the Retail business area, the Coop Group operates supermarkets as well as numerous specialist
formats for every customer need. At the end of 2018, it had 2 313 sales outlets throughout Switzerland,
which is 17 more than the previous year. Coop also boasts a wide range of online shops and systematically combines online and offline trade (omnichannel). Almost all of Coop’s specialist formats now have
their own online shops in addition to their brick-and-mortar stores. The 24 online shops in the retail
segment in all achieved growth of 15.4% in 2018 compared with the previous year.

CHF

17.7

bn

net sales in retail

Coop attaches particular strategic importance to its sustainable
ranges. In 2018, Coop’s retail sales from sustainable products
totalled an encouraging 4.1 billion francs, which was up 7.2% over
the previous year (for details see www.coop.ch/sd-report). Sales
of organic products alone came to 1.4 billion francs, which is an
increase of 14.8% year on year.

Supermarkets and food formats
The Coop supermarkets generated net sales of 10.4 billion francs in 2018. With 918 stores, Coop has
the densest network of sales outlets in Switzerland. In the 2018 financial year, 26 new sales outlets
were opened and 16 closed. Coop implemented the new store concept 2025+ in a total of 42 supermarkets in 2018, bringing the total number of new-style supermarkets to 75. With growth in customer
footfall of 3.1%, Coop gained a large number of new customers.
Rhy Markt: first Coop Megastore in eastern Switzerland with the new store design
Pine and beechwood, planted walls and floors made of genuine Ticino stone: natural materials combined
with innovative merchandise presentation make shopping in the 2025+ store concept a unique experience. The Coop Megastore Rhy Markt Feuerthalen is a prime example. With a total sales area of 3 130 m2,
the supermarket stocks the widest range of brands in Switzerland and caters to almost every customer
need: a range of around 35 000 products, including no less than 800 regional products, awaits customers
at the Coop Megastore. Coop also created other highlights such as “Cave du vin” and the “Chäs-Hüüsli”.
The Cave du vine cellar, a walk-in cube, provides an attractive presentation space for the finest of some
800 wine specialities from around the globe. In the climate of the “Chäs-Hüüsli” cheese humidor, Coop
sells around 200 cheese specialities, including regional cheeses. The Coop Megastore in Feuerthalen
is part of the Rhy Markt shopping centre, which Coop has upgraded and reorganized according to a new
design concept for shopping centres.
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Innovative store formats in attractive locations
The rebranding of the last branch, on 30 June 2018, marked the successful completion of the process
of integrating the Aperto locations into the Coop network of sales outlets. As most of the Aperto
locations are at stations, Coop was able to create new and innovative store formats, including Sapori
d’Italia and the Karma shop, at busy locations, alongside established formats such as Coop to go and
the Coop supermarkets. Customer feedback on the new locations and the wider ranges of products
sold is very positive.
Coop to go expands into western Switzerland and broadens range
The convenience format Coop to go continued to develop into a nationwide presence in 2018. At the
start of June, Coop to go opened its first branch in the Suisse Romande region, at Vevey station,
followed by branches at Fribourg station and in the Pont d’Arve district of Geneva. Coop to go is now
present in all of Coop’s sales regions. In Zurich, Coop to go opened a branch on Hönggerberg at the
Zurich Federal Institute of Technology (ETH). Deciding on the individual and store-specific ranges
presented a particular challenge. In 2018 alone, Coop to go launched more than 30 new products
under its eponymous own-label brand. It expanded the refrigerated Take-it range in particular, adding
new products such as “Egg Wraps” and flatbreads. Together with the company Naturli, Coop to go
additionally developed new varieties of muesli, which are also marketed under the Coop to go brand.
Coop Take-it and Coop Restaurants develop well
The upgrading of the Coop Restaurants and Coop Take-it in line with the “Vista” catering concept continues. In the 2018 financial year, eleven new-look Coop Restaurants opened, bringing the number of
“Vista”-style catering businesses to 42 already. “Vista” is built around the principle of market-fresh
self-service catering in a contemporary setting. Sales developed well at all the modernized Coop Restaurant locations. In the spring, Coop Restaurants introduced a national product and pricing concept. To
introduce greater variety, even better quality and more seasonal dishes, Coop Restaurants developed
around 3 000 recipes in partnership with Betty Bossi. The
“JaMaDu birthday party” event format was overhauled.
Children can celebrate their birthdays with mascot Jamadu
and his friends at 76 locations, with a choice of four themed
parties. Thanks to these measures, Coop’s catering business
Catering business
further increased its market share. Midway through 2018, the
Implemented according to restaurant chain also acquired a branch of Autogrill in the
Letzipark shopping centre which, following an upgrade in the
“Vista” catering concept
fourth quarter of 2018, was reopened as a Coop Restaurant
at the beginning of 2019.

42

New restaurant and hotel concept for Marché
Relaxation, freshness and enjoyment – all three can be found at the Marché Restaurants and the hotel
at the service areas in Bellinzona. After two years of preparatory work and just eight months of renovation work, Marché’s most modern restaurants opened for business in May 2018. Inside, guests will
discover the proven and popular Marché marketplace reimagined. The generously-sized market area now
boasts natural materials and friendly colours, with architecture reminiscent of a market hall. This visual
impression is supplemented with a wide range of fresh and homemade dishes and beverages. The fully
renovated Hotel Bellinzona Sud welcomes guests with bright, modern rooms, natural materials and large
windows with countryside views and creates an oasis of relaxation. All the other Marché Restaurants
will be modernized along the same lines over the next few years. Marché Restaurants Schweiz AG is thus
strengthening its role as the leading provider of fresh food for people on the road.
New online deli counters at Coop@home
To make the diversity and freshness of offline sales outlets available to online customers, online supermarket Coop@home has expanded its range to around 18 000 items. As well as the meat, fish and cheese
counters introduced back in 2017, Coop@home now also sells oven-fresh baked goods, with a selection
of over 30 different bakery products. The baked goods are freshly prepared for customers on the morning
of the delivery date, at the Silbern and Crissier stores. Since autumn 2018, customers have also had the
facility to design their own cakes online, with individual images, then collect them at a selected store.
Coop@home has also offered the collection facility for catering platters since 2018.
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Product range diversity
As well as stocking the biggest selection of national and international branded products, Coop also
stocks numerous own-label brands for every customer need in all its sales formats. In food retailing
alone, with over 40 000 products in the food and non-food segment it offers the greatest product range
diversity in Switzerland. As well as own-label sustainability brands and quality labels, Coop also stocks
other own-label brands that cover diverse customer needs and offer optimum value for money.
Coop is committed to lower consumer prices
Coop remained committed to low consumer prices in 2018. Among other things, efficiency gains were
made in logistics and production and firm price negotiations with suppliers paid off, including in the
shape of price cuts for numerous products. In 2018, Coop invested in excess of 40 million francs in
lower sales prices. Furthermore, at the start of the year, 1 200 items were reduced in price due to the
lowering of the standard rate of tax from 8.0 to 7.7%. Coop announced all of the price adjustments
in the Coop Member Press.
Coop celebrates 25 years of Naturaplan
For 25 years, Coop’s own-label brand Naturaplan has embodied the importance of nature to Coop. It was
in 1993 that Coop began selling affordable, environmentally and animal-friendly foods of exceptional
organic quality under the Naturaplan name, to the Bio Suisse bud standard. Coop is now the leading
provider on the Swiss organic market: nearly half of all organic products in Switzerland are sold by Coop.
Coop is thus celebrating the birthday of its key own-label sustainability brand with a host of projects: The
“Naturaplay” roadshow, an interactive model landscape all about farming, visited 21 shopping centres
across Switzerland; the “Abenteuer Bio Bauernhof” (Organic farm adventure) collection album proved
extremely popular with customers and, more especially, their children. The green Naturaplan heart was
ever-present during the anniversary year, as a key visual in the new advertising campaign with the claim
“Natural. Right. Good.” it popped up in the form of shelf stoppers or wooden dividers at the check-outs in
sales outlets and adorned lots of advertising materials. In November, Coop said thank you to its customers for their longstanding loyalty to Naturaplan by handing out 1 million Naturaplan chocolate hearts in
its branches. In support of Bio Suisse’s “Provieh” animal welfare project, up to December Coop sold
500 000 shopping bags made from recycled PET, displaying the Naturaplan motif by painter and artist
Rolf Knie. Around half a million francs of the proceeds from the bags were donated to the project and will
be used for knowledge transfer between livestock farmers and experts in organic research. The Coop

OWN-LABEL SUSTAINABILITY BRANDS AND QUALITY LABELS

OWN-LABEL TARGET GROUP BRANDS

OWN-LABEL STANDARD BRANDS

 This list is a selection of the key own-label brands and quality labels.
For more information about Coop own-label brands, visit www.coop.ch/labels
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Member Press devoted three special editions to the anniversary, with regular reports on Naturaplan producers and
products. On the social networks, Naturaplan reached several
hundred thousand fans with videos by celebrity chef Fabian
Zbinden on seasonal food, protecting resources and biodiversity. Coop launched around 300 new Naturaplan products
under the banner of the anniversary year. This also impacted
on sales: the own-label brand achieved sales growth of
around 17.2%, reaching just under 1.3 billion francs.

On 10 April, more than 1 100 employees, including managers of the supermarkets and of the Coop
own-label sustainability brands from all business units, celebrated the birthday of Coop Naturaplan at an
organic farm. The event demonstrated the importance of this special own-label sustainability brand and
provided an opportunity to thank everyone for their dedication.
The official Naturaplan celebration was held on 7 May, attended by 260 invited guests. Management
representatives from Coop and its partners, as well as politicians, rubbed shoulders with a large number
of Naturaplan producers and key people involved with the own-label brand. At this event, Coop awarded
the “Natura Prize” to longstanding Coop business partner Andermatt Group, a producer of organic
pesticides, and wine producer Le Domaine des Coccinelles for its commitment to Naturaplan.
Bio Campiuns: superfood with a home advantage
Since the spring of 2018, Coop has been selling superfoods originating from Switzerland under the
“Bio Campiuns” name. “Campiun” is Romansh and means champion. Bio Campiuns products contain
a high concentration of at least one particularly beneficial ingredient. The ingredients are clearly listed
on the packaging of each Campiun, along with their health claims. All Bio Campiuns products originate
from Switzerland and display the Bio Suisse bud. Therefore, as well as being exceptionally good for
you, they are sustainably produced and the transport distances are short. The range initially comprised six products, including linseed and dried blackcurrants. By the end of 2018, it had grown to
around 20 products, with more to come in 2019. The new product line has the expert backing of
the Swiss Society for Nutrition Research (SGE).
Coop raises requirements for the production of conventional milk
In 2018, Coop introduced more stringent minimum requirements for the production of conventional
milk, with a new milk programme which places the emphasis on sustainability and even greater animal
welfare. Since August 2018, all pasteurized milk sold under the Qualité&Prix own-label brand in
German-speaking Switzerland has satisfied the new production standard, while French-speaking
Switzerland and Ticino made the switch at the end of the year. For 2019, Coop is planning to extend
the standard to other large sections of the range, such as UHT milk, cream, butter and other dairy
products. Swiss farmers also benefit from this switch, as the milk programme guarantees them a
substantially higher income.
Coop launches own-label brand Heumilch
In April, Coop added new own-label brand Heumlich to its range. Hay milk is the most original form of
milk; the cows graze lush meadows in the summer and are fed sun-dried hay in the winter. Absolutely
no silage is used, ensuring that the Heumlich cows eat a natural diet which also benefits the quality of
the products. The wide variety of grasses and herbs in Swiss meadows and fields impart a full-bodied
texture with lots of flavour. The milk products under this Coop own-label brand are made exclusively
from Swiss hay milk. Furthermore, the Heumilch farmers fulfil the “ROEL” requirements of the Federal
Office for Agriculture. All products under the Coop Heumilch own-label brand have also been awarded
the quality seal of the Verein Heumilch association, which ensures that compliance with the directives
is regularly inspected by an independent testing body. In partnership with the Verein Heumilch, Coop’s
goal is to promote hay milk as a quality Swiss product with improved animal welfare standards. The
price paid to the dairy farmers for the milk is therefore higher than the guide price for conventional milk.
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Switzerland’s first fruit yoghurts with no added sugar
Sugar-free and reduced sugar products are hugely popular right now, driven by the desire for healthy
yet tasty products. In 2018, Coop became the first retailer in Switzerland to sell another product
innovation under the Naturaplan own-label brand: fruit yoghurts with zero added sugar. The yoghurts
are free from artificial and alternative sweeteners, as organic fruits and lactose-free organic whole
milk impart a natural sweetness. The new Naturaplan yoghurts are available in three flavours: plum &
cinnamon, blueberry & banana and mango & passion fruit. They boast a high fruit content of 25%.
Because they contain lactose-free whole milk, they can also be enjoyed by people who are lactose
intolerant.
Own-label brand Sapori d’Italia brings Italian flair to sales outlets
Following the launch of the Sapori d’Italia store format in the spring, in 2018 Coop devoted an ownlabel brand to Switzerland’s most popular cuisine: in August, Coop began selling the first products
under the Sapori d’Italia label: Pizza Prosciutto, Verdura and Margherita. At the end of 2018, the
own-label brand products were already available in nearly 450 branches. As with the eponymous store
format, Sapori d’Italia as an own-label brand is all about authentic Italian flair, artisanal expertise and
enjoyment. Coop’s objective is to sell a comprehensive range under the own-label brand by 2025,
including everything from pasta and antipasti, pizza and oils, charcuterie and cheese right through to
coffee, sweet treats and desserts – all originating from Italy.
Coop expands range of vegetarian and vegan products
Coop also steadily expanded its range of tasty vegetarian and vegan foods in 2018. The Karma
own-label brand now comprises over 250 items. Around 70% of Karma products are vegan. Furthermore, over a fifth of the products have already been certified with the organic bud label. The expansion of Karma was particularly focused on product lines including milk substitute products, beverages,
iced desserts and snacks and new ranges were added, such as a line of Karma teas, porridge mixes
and the trend drink “Bio Switchel”, an organic lemonade containing lemon, ginger and apple cider
vinegar. In September, the Coop supermarkets launched vegan burger patties and vegan mince under
the Naturli brand. The vegan meat substitute products were initially introduced in 300 sales outlets
and their sales were much higher than expected in the first few weeks
alone. They were followed by “steaks”, “chicken-style schnitzels” and
“fish fingers” under the Vivera brand. November saw the launch of
cashew-based vegan cheese. Thun-based brand New Roots produces
“Camembert”, “Cream Cheese with Chives” and “Ricotta” style cheespercent
es, which are proving very popular. In the autumn, the Karma shops
launched “Hot Bowls”, on the back of the great popularity of the salad
of Karma products
and breakfast bowls. As a hot alternative to fresh salads and muesli
are vegan
during the cold season, the Hot Bowls are nutritious and starchy,
vegetable-packed snacks and meals containing quinoa or linseed.

70

Coop launches solidarity quality label Solidarité
Coop has a long-standing commitment to working with social agencies such as workshops for the
disabled and other charitable institutions in Switzerland and stocks their products in its range. Now,
with the new quality label Solidarité, Coop is seeking to spotlight products which are independently
handmade by people with a mental, physical or psychological impairment. By selling these products,
Coop is expressing its solidarity and helping the people affected to take charge of their own lives.
Some examples of the products from these partnerships are an insect bird house produced by the
Bewo sheltered workshop, cheese by the Kartause foundation in Ittingen, and fabric and clothes
rollers by the association for the blind. Coop attaches particular value to projects which benefit regional and national integration. The aim of Solidarité is to spearhead measures in the area of integration
and reintegration. Coop is keen to further expand its cooperation with social institutions and workshops in future.
Coop acquires minority stake in Two Spice AG
On 28 March 2018, Coop acquired a minority stake in the companies of Two Spice AG, which is involved in catering. The Two Spice Group is an innovative catering and lifestyle company with a workforce of around 700. Founded in 1990, in Zurich, Two Spice currently operates 25 restaurants, in
cluding Yooji’s Sushi restaurants, Nooba, Rice Up!, Jack & Jo and Yalda. Since the summer of 2018,
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Coop has been purchasing sushi items, Japanese specialities and other selected commercial products
from the Two Spice Group. Coop’s intention, through its partnership with Two Spice, is to further
broaden its expertise in fresh and healthy convenience products. Two Spice AG benefits from synergies with Coop when seeking out new locations.
Coop frontrunner in animal welfare for the 5th time
In the 2018 financial year, Coop yet again garnered top ratings for animal welfare in the international
Benchmark on Farm Animal Welfare (BBFAW). Coop outclassed 110 companies from 18 countries.
The jury particularly praised the consistent implementation of the guidelines. For example, a ban on
critical delicacies and products from cage-reared animals, including foie gras, frogs’ legs and eggs
from battery hens, applies to the entire Coop range. The high percentage of Naturaplan and Naturafarm products was also singled out for praise. Coop is the only Swiss retailer to offer a wide range of
pasture-raised beef, veal and chicken in addition to the organic range. The BBFAW is commissioned
and funded by the international animal protection organizations “Compassion in World Farming” and
“The World Society for the Protection of Animals” (WSPA).
Growth for Naturaline Swiss Cosmetics
Naturaline Swiss Cosmetics, Coop’s own-label sustainability brand for cosmetics, broke the 14 million
franc sales threshold for the first time in 2018. The new
family concepts Men, Children and Baby were particularly
instrumental in this growth. The Naturaline Cosmetics
product highlight in 2018 was the first certified baby powder
made from natural cosmetics. Together with the new
CHF
million in sales
Naturaline Baby nappies, this means that, for the first time,
families now have access to a completely sustainable range
of Naturaline sustainable
of baby care, cleansing and hygiene products. Coop will be
cosmetics
further expanding the Naturaline Swiss Cosmetics product
range as part of the 20th anniversary in 2019.

14

10 years of cooperation with Hochstamm Suisse
Coop has been supporting the Hochstamm Suisse tree preservation association for ten years. The
partnership saves habitats for endangered species and preserves a traditional cultural landscape.
Standard fruit trees have been a part of the Swiss cultural landscape for centuries. As a habitat for
many rare insects, bats and birds, they help protect flora and fauna. However, due to intensive farming and changed consumer needs, their numbers have been severely eroded over the last 50 years.
Of the more than 15 million trees that used to grow here, today fewer than 20 percent survive. Thanks
to the joint efforts of Coop and Hochstamm Suisse, the number of these trees is now increasing.
With Coop’s support, almost 6 000 trees have been planted over the last ten years. Coop’s range now
includes over 150 Hochstamm products. The Hochstamm Suisse quality seal guarantees that the
product contains only fruit from standard fruit trees in Switzerland.
Organic products: unpackaged whenever possible
In 2018, Coop set itself the target of eliminating packaging by the autumn of 2019 for all the organic
products it sells that do not require packaging. Where necessary and feasible, Coop intends to offer
alternative environmentally-friendly packaging, made from materials such as cellulose and grass
paper. Coop has already done away with packaging for certain fruits and vegetables in 2018, or
introduced more environmentally-friendly alternatives, thus either saving more than 114 tonnes of
plastic or replacing plastic with alternative materials. These moves are based on a study which Coop
conducted in partnership with the Life Sciences department of the University of Applied Sciences and
Arts Northwestern Switzerland (HLS FHNW), over a two-year period. The study looked at how well
selected Coop organic fruits and vegetables cope with transport and storage if left unpackaged.
It found that packaging is unnecessary for tubers and root vegetables in particular. However, more
sensitive and smaller fruits and vegetables, such as berries and Brussels sprouts, do require protective packaging.
Purchasing companies Eurogroup and Alifresca develop well
The purchasing companies Eurogroup and Alifresca developed very well in 2018, thanks in part to the
successful undertaking of Group-wide tenders. Eurogroup Far East Ltd. is a subsidiary of the Coop
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Group through which the company handles its purchasing of food and non-food products. Eurogroup
gained more third-party customers in Italy and Austria, and its sales of Coop sustainability labels also
progressed very well. The highlights of the year include the launch of the online platform, via which
Asian business partners can be directly connected to the online shops of the Coop Group. Alfresca,
the purchasing company for fruit and vegetables, also generated exceptionally strong sales growth in
2018. This was attributable in part to the establishment of a platform for the loading and distribution
of cheese from Italy in Melzo (Lombardy). The expansion of the frozen vegetables and third-party
business areas and the decision to extend the grape business around the globe were other factors in
the positive development. The global grape trade is one of the first joint tasks of the Eurogroup Far
East and Alifresca companies.
Highlights from the food formats
The table below lists the highlights during the year under review, along with a factsheet on each specialist
format. For more information about the Coop Group’s specialist formats, visit www.coop.ch/einkaufen.

The Coop supermarkets have the
densest network of
sales outlets in
Switzerland

• 25th anniversary of Coop Naturaplan with strong sales
growth
• 40 million francs invested in lower prices and extra freshness
• First megastore in eastern Switzerland with the 2025+ store
concept opens in Feuerthalen
• New milk standard for Coop milk
• Successful launch of Coop own-label brand Sapori d’Italia in
nearly 450 Coop supermarkets
• Karma expands range to 250 products; range of vegetarian
and vegan products increased
• Launch of new Bio Campiuns own-label sustainability brand
• Own-label brand Heumilch launched
• Switzerland’s first fruit yoghurts with no added sugar added
to the range
• Own-label solidarity brand Solidarité arrives in store
• Growth for Naturaline Swiss Cosmetics
• 10 years of cooperation with Hochstamm Suisse
• Successful Group-wide tenders by purchasing companies
Eurogroup and Alifresca
• Coop frontrunner in animal welfare for the 5th time

The number one in
the Swiss convenience market

• Expansion: Pronto opens 11 new filling station shops
• Reopening of 4 shops without a filling station following a
major refurbishment
• Opening of the 300th shop in Münchenstein; new, modern
shop design introduced
• Self-service hot dogs added to the range
• Expansion of range of homemade sandwiches

Factsheet

Factsheet

Factsheet

Coop to go offers
• Opening of a total of 4 sales outlets: Fribourg Gare, Vevey
exclusive take-away
Gare and Geneva Pont d’Arve as well as on the site of the
products not
Zurich Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) Hönggerberg
available in any
• Development and launch of more than 30 new products
other Coop format
under the Coop to go brand
• Plastic bags completely replaced with paper bags
• Expansion of the network of stores to all sales regions and
creation of store-specific ranges
• Addition of “Egg Wraps”, “Flatbreads” and muesli to the
range
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The online supermarket with the
biggest range
and personal
delivery to
your front door

• Range increased from 12 000 to 18 000 items
• Introduction of bread counter in May 2018
• Cut flowers introduced in February 2018
• Cake ordering with customizable text and image upload
• Collection facility for pre-ordered, customized cakes and
catering platters at stores
• Won the “Schweiz Digital Commerce Awards 2018” in
Omnichannel & Innovation

The trendy store
format for vegetarian and vegan
products

• Karma Store in Zug still very successful; sales grow
year on year
• Homemade salad and muesli bowls very successful; launch
of homemade “Hot Bowls” in the autumn and winter (warm
for immediate consumption or chilled to take home)
• New ranges of basic foods and seasonal products: autumn
range by Veganz (gingerbread, Spekulatius, marzipan) and
vegan organic Christmas biscuits introduced
• Big expansion of vegan range of baked goods in response
to demand for vegan sweet products; vegan chocolate
croissants, blueberry-filled croissants, vegan cookies and
mini Linzertorte now added to the range

Coop’s Italian
delicatessen store

• Successful start for the Aarau station store
• Opening of new sales outlets in the Bern Wankdorf shopping
centre on 14 June 2018 and at Fribourg station on 31 October 2018
• Launch of Sapori d’Italia own-label brand in almost
450 Coop supermarkets, derived from the Sapori d’Italia
store format

Culinary treats
every day, at fair
prices

• Accelerated implementation of the new “Vista” catering
concept in 2018; 42 Coop restaurants and Coop Take-its
already launched under the new concept
• Renewed gains in market share in a fiercely competitive
market
• Takeover of Autogrill restaurant in the Letzipark shopping
centre in Zurich
• Introduction and strategic management of a national
product and pricing concept
• Overhaul of “JaMaDu birthday party” event concept

The fresh host at
busy locations

• Marché Restaurants opened in Bellinzona and overhauled
Marché concepts introduced
• Introduction of new uniforms at Marché and Cindy’s
• Opening of Hotel Bellinzona Sud (former Albergo BejamInn)
and membership of Swiss Quality Hotel International
• Launch of “freshCARD” loyalty programme at all Marché
Restaurants Schweiz AG concepts (excl. Burger King)
• Launch of Marché iced tea

The take-away
format for Zopf, in
all its versions

• Bern location remains very popular
• Successful opening of the two locations Zurich main station
and Zurich Stadelhofen
• Other locations planned

Factsheet

Factsheet

Factsheet

Factsheet

Factsheet

Factsheet
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Switzerland’s
number one for
cooking and
indulgence

Factsheet
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• Strong sales growth in international sales of kitchen aids
• Zopf & Zöpfli take away concept successfully extended to
Zurich
• Launch of Betty Bossi “Glutenfrei” magazine with seasonal
gluten-free recipes and tips and tricks for everyday gluten-free
living
• Betty Bossi head office relocated to Zurich-Altstetten, with
state-of-the-art kitchen infrastructures

Non-Food specialist formats
The specialist formats made use of the 2018 financial year to strategically refine their online shops.
On top of this, they also continued to develop their brick-and-mortar stores, and their innovative sales
concepts and optimized sites proved a hit with customers. The success of the Non-Food area is indicative
of the strategic importance of these measures: with its specialist formats alone, the Coop Group generated net sales totalling 7.3 billion francs in 2018. The Coop Group succeeded in maintaining or further
increasing its market shares. Coop remains a strong presence in home electronics. This segment includes
the specialist formats Interdiscount, Microspot.ch, Dipl Ing. Fust and Nettoshop.ch. In 2018, the net sales
of the four formats totalled around two billion francs, which is an increase of 30 million francs compared
with the previous year. Consequently, the Coop Group was also able to maintain its market leadership in
this area.
Siroop wholly taken over by Microspot
As of 1 May 2018 Coop acquired Swisscom’s 50% holding in online marketplace Siroop. The Microspot
sales channel and Siroop have thus joined forces and Coop is expanding Microsoft into a key non-food
platform. Microspot is already a successful, very well-established online platform that is widely known
throughout Switzerland. Now that the business operations of Siroop AG have been taken over, the
online expertise has been funnelled directly into the Microspot platform, so that the latter can be
expanded in terms of product ranges and for third-party providers. This will also yield synergies. At the
end of 2018, there were 201 000 products on the platform. Besides home and consumer electronics,
customers can choose from products including toys, stationery, lighting, garden and DIY products,
beauty products, watches and jewellery. Microspot also offers speedy same-day delivery.
New lifestyle furniture store Livique
At the start of September, Coop opened a lifestyle furniture store, Livique, which is based on a cutting-edge concept and a new direction. Livique has emerged from Toptip and, in future, will focus even
more squarely on customers’ individuality. The Livique concept is all about personalization and digitalization, with more than 100 million customizable furniture options. New digital solutions have been added
to the online shop, and the branches offer realistic visualizations of the furniture options. With around
20 000 items on display, the range is exceptionally wide. The boutique area, with living accessories,
home textiles, tableware and much more, is a prominent feature. Livique is the only furniture retailer in
Switzerland with its own, integrated specialist lighting store: as Switzerland’s number 1 lighting expert,
Lumimart offers an exceptionally wide range of over 4 500 products. Thanks to virtual reality, customers
at Lumimart can experience the lighting virtually in living spaces.
Coop Vitality creates new store concept
At the Biel-Bahnhof shopping centre, Coop Vitality has opened its first branch based on the new store
concept. After several weeks of upgrading work while the store remained open, the new-look branch
opened in March. The lighting, flooring and furnishings have been redesigned and create an inviting atmosphere. A total of five pharmacies have now had a makeover. Two of the standout features of the new
concept are the advice available on medications and alternative medicine, and the numerous services offered by Coop Vitality. In the year under review, Coop Vitality introduced the diabetes check as a service.
Customers receive comprehensive advice in the pharmacies and can take a long-term blood glucose test
to determine their levels.
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Christ pushes forward with its repositioning
In 2018, Christ successfully implemented the new store concept in four upgrades and one new branch.
Nine of its stores have now been revamped, and the feedback from customers is very positive. In tandem
with the modernization of the brick-and-mortar stores, the omnichannel processes are also being continually optimized. More than 60% of online customers now use the Click & Collect and Click & Reserve
options, combining their online shopping experience with the expert advice and professional service provided by in-store staff. The Christ product range, particularly jewellery, has also now been switched to the
new concept, and attractive core ranges such as diamond jewellery, pearls and gold and silvery jewellery
impress with their price, quality and design.
Highlights from the Non-Food specialist formats
The table below lists the highlights during the year under review, along with a factsheet on each specialist
format. For more information about the Coop Group’s specialist formats, visit www.coop.ch/einkaufen.

Number one in the
Swiss consumer
electronics market

• Additional market shares gained
• Strong growth of 41.9% in online orders
• Opening of new logistics centre in Jegenstorf
• Expansion of home electronics range to more than
110 000 items
• New online shop launched
• 3 new branches opened and 5 upgraded
• Successful World Cup advertising campaign
• 42.2% of online orders collected in-store
• Positive customer evaluation based on mystery shopping
and customer survey (Net Promoter Score)

Coop’s non-food
platform

• Market position expanded
• Increase of 14.4% in online sales
• Opening of new logistics centre in Jegenstorf
• Successful merger of Siroop and Microspot
• Microspot developed into the Coop Group’s non-food
platform
• Development of non-food ranges for”Office”, “DIY & Garden”, “Beauty & Perfume”, “Home & Lighting”, “Baby &
Toys” and “Watches & Jewellery”
• Range currently comprises over 201 000 items
• New advertising presence with expanded ranges

The second-largest
department store
chain in Switzerland

• Additional market shares gained
• Implementation of new “Bellacasa” store concept in Aarau
• Upgrading and expansion of the Zurich St. Annahof food
department, including addition of a cheese humidor
• Successful development of the first Coop to go in a Coop City
in Winterthur
• High level of customer acceptance of self-service checkouts
for cosmetic and hygiene products in Zurich St. Annahof,
Bellevue, Fribourg, Winterthur and Aarau
• Successful implementation of the new shirt concept
• New tableware concept rolled out
• Positive customer evaluation of Coop City based on mystery
shopping

Factsheet

Factsheet

Factsheet
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Switzerland’s
leading building
supplies store

Factsheet

Factsheet

• Market position consolidated as No. 1 in Swiss DIY stores
• Increase in sales
• New online shop launched
• Online shop expanded to over 61 000 products, and strong
sales growth in the online segment of 22.1% compared with
the previous year
• Rollout of new sales outlet design (new customer management and information system, info points and service communication); by the end of 2018, around 35 of 74 sales
outlets had been upgraded
• Introduction of customer management in all sales outlets
• Creation of 2nd series of user videos (tutorials) with the claim
“We help you get it done”
• Opening of modernized Rickenbach (TG) flagship store and
Heimberg; opening of new Rümlang and Feuerthalen sales
outlets
• Positive customer feedback on all relevant aspects based on
a mystery shopping sales conversation

The provider of
• Rebranding and repositioning: Toptip becomes Livique
customized furnish- • Redesign of Lumimart logo
ing solutions
• Sales growth and increased market share
• Strong sales growth of 53% at online shops
The first choice for • Gains in sales of customizable products; more than 100 millighting
lion customized furniture options
• Introduction of upholstered furniture configurator as a digital
sales tool
• Introduction of virtual reality point at Lumimart
• New Lumimart Rickenbach (TG) and Lumimart Niederwangen
(BE) stores opened
• Reopening of upgraded and modernized Livique Spreitenbach
and Livique Egerkingen stores
• Customer satisfaction at Livique and Lumimart rated very
positively
The leading Swiss
provider of prestige
perfumes

Factsheet
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• Market leader in perfume market with gain in market share
• Sales growth of 35.9% in the online shop
• Sales growth in bodycare and make-up: expansion of
distribution of cosmetics brands (The Balm and Urban
Decay)
• Launch of Steinfels Swiss own-label brand “In’touch”
• Strong growth in ordering in-store from online range (“Order
on Behalf”)
• 24.4% increase in range of items in online shop
• Total of 8 branches upgraded to the new look
• Import Parfumerie and Estée Lauder Group opened a
shop-in-shop with the Mac cosmetics brand in Coop City Zug
• Customer survey reveals pleasing assessment, Import
Parfumerie is seen as a price leader and “lifestyle” provider
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The prime destination for watches
and jewellery

• 71.1% sales growth in online shop
• Successful expansion of omnichannel activities
“Click & Collect”, “Click & Reserve” and “Order on Behalf”
• Upgrading of Spreitenbach, Emmenbrücke, Carouge and
Steinhausen stores
• A total of 7 upgraded stores performed better on average
than the previous year
• New store opened at the Glattzentrum in April
• Expansion and growth in own-label jewellery brand
• Modernization and build-up of expertise at Eternity, Solitär
and Trauring
• Big growth in Swiss-made watches
• Positive customer feedback regarding identity, expertise and
friendliness

Just the job:
number one for
electrical household appliances
and upgrading your
kitchen or bathroom

• Market share gains in electrical appliances
• Net sales again top the billion mark: 1.03 billion francs
• Sustained strong growth of 25% in online business
• Support for sales process with tablets in stores
• IT infrastructure redeveloped based on SAP
• Expansion of Oberbüren logistics centre: shell in place
• 10 more sales outlets modernized
• Positive customer evaluation based on mystery shopping,
Google reports and own customer survey (Net Promoter
Score)

The biggest online
shop for household
appliances with
personal advice and
service

• Digitalization of route planning for home delivery service
• Relaunch of online shop with a responsive design
• Product range expanded by 10% to over 25 000 items
• Faster delivery speed
• Increased repurchase rates and customer satisfaction

Everything that is
good for your
health, from
prescription
medicines to
beauty products.

• Gains in market share
• Increase of 8.4% in net sales
• 228.9% sales growth in online business
• First influencer campaign completed
• Expansion of pharmacy network with 3 new locations in
Oberwil, Ins and Matran
• Launch of new store concept at 5 locations: Biel, Matran,
Rorschach, Feuerthalen and Flims
• Introduction of diabetes check service
• Expansion of own-label brands with launch of 3 new products

The natural
and sustainable
cosmetics
company

• Over 22.2% sales growth in online business
• The Body Shop Switzerland celebrates its 35th anniversary
• Click & Collect introduced in all branches
• Further modernization of sales outlets
• “Forever Against Animal Testing” petition for the enforcement of a worldwide ban on animal testing for cosmetic
purposes, with 8 million signatures from around the world,
submitted to the UN on 4 October

Factsheet

Factsheet

Factsheet

Factsheet

Factsheet
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The market leader in
Switzerland, with a
wide network of
Coop filling stations

• Additional market shares gained
• Photovoltaic units now fitted at 6 filling stations
• Reka Money introduced as payment for fuel
• From 1 February 2018, filling station employees benefit
from a national collective employment agreement

For warmth and
well-being

• Market shares increased in heating oil trade
• New online shop: share of orders increased to 40%
• The percentage of customers purchasing low-emission eco
heating oil increases to 59%
• Myclimate: option of CO2 offsetting introduced

Coop’s hotel group

• Hotel Victoria in Basel, Hotel Savoy in Bern and Hotel
Pullmann Basel Europe reach 1st place in revenues per
room compared with competition in the 4-star category
• Reopening of Europe banqueting centre following renovation on 27.9.2018
• Complete renovation of BâleHotel Victoria (hotel and
restaurant): construction work due to start in July 2019
• All Bâle hotels are ISO-certified for the next 3 years

The travel agent
owned by Coop and
Rewe – Switzerland’s leading
direct seller of
beach holidays

• Sharp rise in visitors with mobile devices due to launch of
new website
• Share of online sales increased to over 30%
• More than 3 500 guests on cruises and tours

Leading fitness
provider in German-speaking
Switzerland

• 9 further facilities opened
• Expansion from 31 to 40 locations in 13 cantons; also in
Lucerne, Solothurn and Bern cantons since 2018
• Further double-digit membership growth of 19%, to 38 000
• Range of own supplement products expanded; 21% increase in sales
• Structures at Update Fitness aligned with strong growth: an
additional 162 team members, bringing the total to 797 full
or part-time employees

Tropical house with
a restaurant

• 86% increase in pikeperch production to 25 tonnes
• Launch of “Osietra Caviar carat” and “Feuille de Caviar”
• Exclusive supplier of Osietra Caviar to the Bürgenstock
Resort
• Wine list awarded Vinum Award
• Dishwashing modules replaced; energy saving of over 20%

Factsheet

Factsheet

Factsheet

Factsheet

Factsheet
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Logistics, IT and property
Construction of a fully automated logistics centre in Jegenstorf
After two and a half years of construction work, on 24 May Interdiscount and Microspot opened Switzerland’s largest and most modern logistics centre for home electronics, located in Jegenstorf. The new, fully automated logistics centre has enabled Interdiscount and Microspot to massively increase their ranges
and products. More than 180 Interdiscount branches are supplied each day from the Jegenstorf site. For
customers, this means even better availability of goods in the sales outlets. The logistics centre boasts
cutting-edge technology: nearly 65 700 containers travel 3.2 kilometres, transporting items around the
22 000 m2 building. Thanks to the new logistics centre, more than 110 000 home electronics products are
available in the stores and in the online shop. All in-stock items ordered by 8 p.m. are delivered to customers’ homes the next day.
New logistics and admin centre for Suisse Romande in Aclens
The old La Chaux-de-Fonds distribution centre and the admin for the Suisse Romande sales region,
which was previously located in Renens, are being combined at the Aclens site. Work to expand the
empties collection centre for the Suisse Romande logistics region began here at the end of October
2018. The Aclens site will eventually house the region’s distribution, empties collection and admin
centre in two buildings. The upgrade involves extending the existing building by 1 600 m2 and building a
new logistics and admin complex of nearly 23 000 m2. The new building will contain twelve truck
loading ramps, a connection to the rail network, office space for the regional administration, an underground car park and the staff restaurant. The building is expected to become fully operational in 2022.
Digitalization and robotics in logistics
2018 was a year of digitalization and automation for Coop’s logistics. At the Gwatt distribution centre,
the task of unfolding cage retention units for pallets for deliveries to Coop Building & Hobby was
automated at the start of 2018, with the introduction of a new robot. A robot also eases the workload
of employees at the Schafisheim bakery, where collaborative robot Yumi by manufacturer ABB has
been in use since April. The robot assists with the packaging process by neatly arranging packaged
tarts on a conveyor belt for more efficient labelling. In transport, Coop Logistics continued to replace
paper-based processes. At Coop@home, for example, digital delivery notes were introduced: customers
now sign for receipt of their delivery on a handheld device. In addition, preparations were made to attach
labels to all 3.3 million Coop containers which have both a barcode and an RFID tag, laying the foundation
for further optimization of logistics processes. At the start of 2018, Coop Logistics also took over
responsibility for the pick-up service, to drive forward the platform’s cross-channel usage. In future,
customers will be able to have other products from different Coop formats delivered to a pick-up point
of their choice.
New locomotives for Railcare
In June 2018, Railcare received the last of seven of its own locomotives. The Siemens “Vectron”
locomotives combine low energy consumption with improved performance. All the locomotives are of
the same type and can therefore be used by Railcare in all scenarios. The locomotives meet the latest
technical standards and cause less wear to the tracks at maximum speeds of up to 160 km/h. All
the locomotives are also fitted with a diesel power module and radio remote control. Because of this,
short journeys, to sidings for instance or when shunting, can be covered without overhead lines.
Thanks to the diesel power module, Railcare will not require shunting locomotives in future and will
be able to decommission old shunting engines.
Increasing use of self-checkout and Passabene
The self-checkout tills proved very popular with Coop customers. To continue meeting this need,
self-checkout tills were installed in 89 sales outlets in 2018. These supplement the manned checkouts.
As well as self-checkout, Coop’s Passabene self-scanning solution makes for a convenient and timesaving shopping experience: as well as having full control over what they are spending, it also reduces
queuing time for customers and enables them to pack their shopping faster. In some sales outlets with
hand scanners, up to 15% of purchases were scanned and processed using Passabene in 2018. To make
this service available to more and more Coop customers, in the year under review Coop equipped 58 sales
outlets with additional Passabene facilities. Coop will continually invest in customer self-service needs
over the next few years.
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Coop broadens expertise in online business
Coop continued to consolidate its expertise in online trading in 2018, giving the new online shops of Coop
Building & Hobby, Nettoshop and Interdiscount and the Coop gift cards website an appealing and modern
new look. Coop Vitality expanded its online shop. The main purpose of the overhaul was to improve the
customer journey and optimize display on mobile devices. At the same time, many omnichannel functions
were enhanced so that customers have the most consistent shopping experience possible across all
channels. Customer journey mapping, in which customer feedback was directly incorporated, has been
used to continually optimize the customer journey. This also enabled significant improvements to the
performance and stability of the sites.
Coop shopping centre of the future opens in Feuerthalen
On 23 August 2018, Coop opened the first Coop shopping centre in Switzerland based on the new
concept. In just under 15 months of construction work, Coop completely modernized and extended
Rhy Markt and aligned the entire infrastructure with customers’ needs. The shopping centre, which
used to be run as a combined Coop supermarket and Building & Hobby branch, has been reorganized:
In Feuerthalen, customers will find the first megastore in eastern Switzerland based on the store
concept 2025+ with 3 130 m2 of sales area and a Building & Hobby store covering around 3 500 m2 in
a new building. The space freed up in the shopping centre has been given over to branches of Interdiscount, Fust, Update Fitness, Coop Vitality and a Coop Restaurant. Coop’s partners in the Rhy
Markt, ZKB and Gidor Coiffure, have also had a makeover. The Mall area at the heart of the shopping
centre boasts a large skylight, which floods the mall with natural daylight right down to the entrance
area of the parking deck on the lower ground floor. The choice of materials, the presence of real trees
and a planted wall, combined with comfortable furniture, contribute to the positive shopping experience. The Rhy Markt also boasts impressive energy and sustainability credentials: Coop uses electricity-saving, energy-efficient LED lighting throughout the building and CO2 cooling systems, from
which the waste heat is used for heating and hot
water. Photovoltaic units with a total surface area of
3 400 m2 and a total output of 510 000 kWh are
mounted on the roof of the Rhy Markt and the new
Coop Building & Hobby building. This equates to the
m2
annual energy requirements of around 150 Swiss
households. The shopping centre can meet most of
of sales area in the new Rhy
its energy requirements with the electricity generated.
Markt Coop shopping centre
In all, Coop has invested almost 70 million francs in
modernizing the Rhy Markt.

6 600

New food court concept makes its début in the Wankdorf Center
Last year, all Swiss shopping centres combined accounted for almost a fifth of the country’s total retail
sales. Coop alone operates 40 shopping centres throughout Switzerland, with a total surface area in
excess of 3 000 m2. To make the Coop shopping centres fit for the future, Coop undertook a number of
upgrading measures in 2018. One example is the new food court concept, which encourages customers
to linger a while with a diverse range of foods. The first redesigned food court opened on 31 October
2018, on the ground floor of the Wankdorf Center. Architecturally, the concept is noteworthy for its bright
and friendly ambience, which is at once open and cosy. Within the food court, a lounge and new seating
awaits customers. The infrastructure has been extended and the existing, prominent ceiling lighting,
“Saturn’s rings”, has been given a contemporary makeover. A new restaurant terrace and a children’s play
area have also been added. In addition to the Coop Restaurant, which has been relocated from the lower
ground to the ground floor, the food court offers a wide array of culinary specialities, from burgers to
sushi.
Real estate projects
Coop completed no fewer than 14 real estate projects in 2018, including six new buildings, two extensions, two restructurings, two renovations and two modernizations. As part of the diversification of its
property portfolio, Coop built a property of eleven attractive rental apartments in the Domat/Ems district,
which satisfy the Minergie standard. The building replaced a property which used to house a Coop
supermarket.
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Coop’s properties synonymous with sustainability and energy efficiency
Energy efficiency and the generation of sustainable energy are key considerations for Coop when planning and implementing its real estate projects and Coop was able to fulfil this objective again in 2018. It
exceeded its target of installing photovoltaic systems over an area of at least 20 000 m2: the total area
actually covered was around 25 000 m2. To give one example, as part of the complete renovation of the
Letzipark site in Zurich, Coop installed photovoltaic modules on balustrades on the façade and on the
roof. As well the visual appeal of the modules, the electricity obtained provides the general areas and the
parking garage with around 100 000 kWh/year. The latest Coop sales outlet in Etagnières (Vaud) has also
had a photovoltaic unit mounted on its roof and boasts a unique feature: photovoltaic modules on the
façade not only feed the electricity generated into the grid, but the surplus electricity is used to cool
down coolant for the building’s own cold reservoirs. Interdiscount’s new logistics centre in Jegenstorf
was awarded the “Minergie P” certificate, which recognizes
buildings with particularly low energy consumption and that
satisfy the most stringent requirements for quality, comfort
and energy. On top of this, the logistics centre also has an
incredibly impressive building shell. Audits of various sustainm2
ability-related aspects of Coop properties and specific
adjustments have resulted in further reductions in the energy
of photovoltaic units inconsumption of Coop properties. Coop invested no less than
stalled on Coop properties 5 million francs in structural measures to optimize energy
consumption.

25 000
Additional services

Comprehensive quality management: changes relating to Foodstuffs Ordinance a major focus
One quality management focus during 2018 was the implementation of the new foodstuffs ordinance,
which necessitates changes to the labelling of all products by 2021. As the basis for implementation,
the Coop Guideline on Labelling was revised. Among other things, the guideline stipulates how the
origin of raw materials and nutritional information are to be disclosed on Coop own-label brands.
Coop’s disclosures regarding the origin of animal-derived raw materials voluntarily exceed the legal
requirements and are transparently shown if they make up at least 10% of the food. Moreover, the
new requirements on information about allergens for open-sale products and in Coop’s catering and
restaurants business were punctually implemented on 1 May 2018. To optimize the process for
labelling own-label brands, Quality Management introduced a new system whereby, in future, product
data can be electronically recorded by the supplier and used for the labelling of packaging or for
online information.
Since 2012, all sales outlets offering counter service have been audited and certified by independent
inspection body q.inspecta for compliance with quality requirements. A total of 411 sales outlets were
successfully audited in 2018. These audits were in addition to the 2 500 or so internal quality-control
audits conducted by Coop. In its own laboratory, Coop tested around 34 200 random samples from
the food and non-food segments for compliance with the requirements. This involved checking more
than 860 000 criteria. The quality assurance manuals for the sales outlets were thoroughly revised
and now provide information to the outlets in a more targeted and audience-appropriate manner, as a
basis for processes. Coop also stepped up its risk management in the area of product quality in 2018.
In particular, Coop’s Quality Management dealt with issues surrounding the safeguarding of the
supply chain, packaging conformity and food fraud. Coop clarified the requirements for critical product groups in the non-food segment and also revised the guideline for suppliers on optimizing quality.
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Social commitment
Supporting people in need
Coop again pursued its commitment to society in 2018 with numerous projects. Through the Coop
Sustainability Fund alone, the retailer invested around 16.5 million francs in charitable projects, supporting initiatives including “Tischlein deck dich” (Table Be Set) and “Schweizer Tafel” (Swiss Table).
The mission of these social welfare organizations is to
provide food to people in need: “Schweizer Tafel” distributes
the goods to 500 social institutions across Switzerland,
including emergency shelters, aid organizations, and food
banks, and “Tischlein deck dich” distributes the food on a
CHF
million
weekly basis through 128 distribution points throughout
Switzerland to around 19 100 people affected by poverty.
for charitable projects
During the financial year, a total of 4 198 tonnes of food were
distributed to people in need. Underscoring its long-term
through the Coop
commitment to supporting people affected by poverty,
Sustainability Fund
together with the Swiss retailers’ association (IG DHS) Coop
renewed its cooperation agreement to 2021.

16.5

Coop supports planting initiative for schools for bees and biodiversity
Coop and Bio Suisse have jointly run the “Blühende Schulen” flower planting initiative for schools for
the third time in succession. Under the campaign, since 2016 over 3 500 school classes with more
than 50 000 children, young people and teachers have done their bit to preserve diversity in nature
and create wonderful school gardens. Coop supports the campaign as part of the Coop Sustainability
Fund. In 2018, the school classes received 1 200 planting kits, comprised of 20 organic herb seedlings
and a packet of organic wild flower and organic radish seeds, with which they brought an estimated
19 000+ square metres into bloom. In addition, the classes were given teaching materials on the
subject of “Bees and biodiversity”, produced in partnership with the Teacher Training department (PH)
of the University of Applied Sciences and Arts Northwestern Switzerland (FHNW). The very successful
campaign will be continued in 2019.
Further training for organic cotton farmers
The organic cotton used for Naturaline clothing and textiles originates from India and Tanzania. Coop
applies the Biore standard to this cotton, which stipulates organic cultivation in harmony with people
and nature. The organic cultivation of cotton is a modern system which brings financial and health
benefits for the farmers. Training measures in 2018 enabled farmers in India and Tanzania to further
increase their productivity and make greater use of organic cultivation methods. For example, the
number of farmers who use row sowing, manure as a fertilizer and implement measures to combat
problematic soil erosion has greatly increased. Another factor that is key to success is the first-time
management of over 100 agricultural training areas in India. Thanks to its partnership with Biore,
Coop has laid the foundations for more than 3 900 Indian farming families to produce their cotton
organically using CO2-neutral methods and sell it at fair prices.
Commitment to business education for young people
In 2018 Coop once again participated in the “Company Programme” by YES (formerly Young Enterprise Switzerland), awarding a sustainability prize. For the competition, groups of young people came
up with an innovative project idea and, with the help of experts, developed it into an actual company,
as a practical example through which to learn about the key interrelationships in the world of business. The sustainability award was presented for the fourth time in succession. In 2018 the “Retro
Frames” project beat more than 190 competitors. For the project, the young people produced handmade frames from recycled, regional waste wood.
Coop Aid for Mountain Regions invests in organic mountain cheesemaker Müstair
Its commitment through non-profit organization Coop Aid for Mountain Regions is also tremendously
important to Coop. In 2018, Coop Aid for Mountain Regions supported 171 self-help projects with
a total of around five million francs. The Swiss National Day “Weggen” campaign attracted a lot of
attention this year. Each year, for every special Swiss National Day “Weggen” bread roll, cervelat
sausage and, as of 2018, August organic Graubünden mountain cheese sold by Coop, a portion of the
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sales proceeds has been donated to Coop Aid for Mountain Regions. These efforts raised a total of
260 000 francs in 2018. Coop Aid for Mountain Regions topped up the amount to 1 million francs. The
total will be used for the much-needed rebuilding of the Müstair organic mountain cheese dairy in the
canton of Graubünden, which will benefit the whole valley community.
Promoting the inclusion of handicapped people in the world of work
By awarding various contracts to sheltered workshops, Coop promotes the inclusion of handicapped
people in the world of work. In 2018, Coop awarded contracts worth over 3.2 million francs to such
institutions.
Partnership with SRC
Coop is a partner of the Swiss Red Cross (SRC). In the year under review Coop and the SRC created
10 000 gift parcels for the “2 x Christmas” project which were sold at Coop megastores, thus making
a generous donation to promote solidarity with disadvantaged people. The Grittibänz fund-raising
campaign was also conducted for the fourth time and collected over 100 000 francs for needy families
in Switzerland. Moreover, Coop supports the SRC family platform and also provides regular insights
into humanitarian projects in the Coop Member Press.
Supercard and Supercard credit card
Coop rewards its customers for their loyalty with a wide range of services and exclusive offers. The
retailer’s Supercard is Switzerland’s biggest customer loyalty scheme. More than 3.2 million households across Switzerland used the card in 2018. The appeal of the programme to Supercard customers lies in part in the many different ways in which it can be redeemed: during Supercash promotions,
customers can pay for all or some of their shopping with their Superpoints. Depending on the promotion, the points can be used for parts of, or even the entire range. Points can be converted to a loyalty
gift card at any time or loaded onto the mobile app as digital credit. They can also be exchanged in
the bonus gifts shop for high-quality bonus gifts and event tickets. 2018 was a year of digitalization,
and nowhere was this more apparent than in the increased use of all the digital Supercard-related
services. Cardholders can activate and automatically redeem their digital coupons via the Supercard
app or at www.supercard.ch. They can also sign up for digital
collector’s passes and take advantage of attractive rewards.
On 1 November, Coop launched the new “Supercard credit
card” in partnership with TopCard Service AG, a subsidiary of
million households
UBS Switzerland AG. The credit card replaces the old “Supercard Plus”. The “Supercard credit card” is still free and is
use the Supercard
available as a Mastercard or Visa card and, now, as a Visa
Prepaid credit card.

3.2

Mondovino wine club
Coop’s wine club, Mondovino, remained very popular, with around 150 000 members at the end of
2017. This is an increase of 11 000 customers compared with the previous year. Mondovino is committed to an omnichannel strategy: wine lovers can experience the club online, at over 820 Coop sales
outlets and at the annual Mondovino wine fairs. To enhance the shopping experience, in April Mondovino published its overhauled online shop and an app with an updated design. Mondovino’s range of
wines now extends to over 2 000 wines, including nearly 180 rare wines. Furthermore, in 2018 Mondovino added new product formats to the range, such as the “Vino e Pasta” wine package, comprising
wine, pasta and tomato sugo. Since 2018, customers who are not members of Mondovino have been
able to receive the Mondovino newsletter.
Communication and advertising
With a new look, even more reading matter and a relaunched website, the Coop Member Press made
itself fit for the future in 2018. Broader editorial content and new sections have been introduced to
reflect Swiss everyday life. With its new, responsive website which adapts to the device on which it is
displayed, the Coop Member Press creates an integrated and inspiring reading experience. Thanks to
these measures and a poster campaign, the Coop Member Press further consolidated its position as
Switzerland’s highest circulation and most-read newspaper. This was confirmed by the annual survey
by independent Swiss media research agency Wemf AG. The three weekly newspapers Coopzeitung,
Coopération and Cooperazione have a total print run of just under 2.6 million copies and a readership
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million people

read the weekly newspapers
Coopzeitung, Coopération
and Cooperazione
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of around 3.4 million. To mark the anniversary of
Naturaplan, the Coop Member Press was published
as a one-off with the green Coop logo. Furthermore,
three editions of the Member Press were regionalized
in the year under review. The special editions on the
subjects of honey, yoghurt and wine were published
in 21 sub-regions with different cover themes in each
region.

After almost six months in production at the Coop
Content House and extensive filming in a number of
countries, the first Coop corporate film was released in
February 2018. The 13-minute film takes viewers on a journey through the diverse world of Coop.
Employees of the different formats and locations of the Coop Group take centre stage. In August,
the jury of the international media prize “Best of Content Marketing 2018” awarded a silver medal to
the film in the category “Video Non Fiction Employer Branding internal”.
Family projects are a strategic focus of Coop’s sponsorship. In 2018, in partnership with national
hiking association Schweizer Wanderwege, Coop launched the Coop family hike in ten destinations:
a fairytale walk for young and old packed with adventures and puzzles along the way. Furthermore,
following a successful pilot in 2017, in the year under review Coop replicated the project Coop Famcool,
the orienteering event for the whole family, at 48 events throughout Switzerland. In addition to a host
of other family projects, Coop supported a multitude of cultural and exercise projects for all ages in
2018, in all regions of Switzerland.
Coop successfully broadened out its "Actions, not words" sustainability initiative in 2018. At the end
of its fourth year, the comprehensive commitment to people, animals and nature encompassed more
than 360 sustainability-related actions. The centrepiece of communication was the weekly "Actions,
not words" column in the Coop member press and the eponymous Internet platform. www.actionsnot-words.ch was given a new look at the end of October. The sustainability initiative also reached a
wide audience through TV commercials, numerous printed advertisements and online advertising.
Culinary platform Fooby has been featured with a recipe on “20 Minuten Online” every day since 2018.
In addition, on Fridays Fooby appears in the print edition of “20 Minuten”, with recipes and foodrelated stories and insights. Fooby also contributed a cookbook and a recipe card box, which were
placed in more than 400 000 thank you packages and sent to Coop’s most loyal customers. For the
second time, Fooby attended “Food Zurich” as a presenting partner in 2018, hosting a number of
cooking events. Since 2018 Fooby has also been partnering with “Gault&Millau” and “Munchies”, to
bring lots of exciting content to customers.
With a total print run of 75 500 copies, in German, French and Italian, the Coop Forte magazine
reaches all employees and pensioners of the
Coop Group. It is published four times a year in
six, fully regional editions for the sales regions
Nordwestschweiz, Zentralschweiz-Zürich, Ostschweiz, Bern, Suisse Romande, the sub-region
Ticino and in a special edition for employees of
the trading companies. This enables the content
people receive the Coop Forte
to be tailored even more precisely to the readeremployee magazine each quarter ship and creates greater scope for regional
topics. National topics are supplemented with
specific examples from each region.

75 500

Media Unit: Coop has strong presence in Swiss media
For the sake of transparent communication, Coop further intensified its dialogue with journalists in
2018, ensuring once again that a host of topical subjects relating to Coop were covered by the media.
The opening of the new Interdiscount logistics centre in Jegenstorf and the launch event for the new
Livique furniture store in Oberentfelden attracted particularly great media interest. Sustainability
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topics were also frequently discussed: the reduction and optimization of packaging and plastic for
organic fruit and vegetables received a lot of attention, and the Coop milk programme for sustainable
milk made headlines. Following the successful launch of the new media corner the previous year, in
2018 a WhatsApp service was created for journalists. The Coop Media Unit issued a total of 30 media
releases, sent invitations to 8 media conferences, dispatched 17 product mailings and answered
2 000 media enquiries in the year under review.
Social media reliance on video and networking platforms
Coop’s social media presence was devoted entirely to the anniversary of Coop own-label brand
Naturaplan in 2018. With a mix of entertaining posts, simple product placements and informative
videos featuring top chef Fabian Zbinden, Coop’s content all about 25 years of Naturaplan achieved a
social media reach of several million users. Video was a particular focus in 2018: to give one example,
Coop produced a series of short videos about barbecues, featuring Switzerland’s most beautiful
BBQ sites, as well as a series about meat, in which a Coop butcher shared his knowledge about the
barbecue, game and Christmas season. Coop also began actively posting content on networking
platforms LinkedIn and Xing in 2018 and met with extremely positive feedback on these platforms too.

